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WAS ORWELL RIGHT? DAME EDNA IS BORED
.- ~

As it is 1984, somebody had better ~a1k,about Orwell and his book of the year.

Since Orwell wrote ~he- booK.-Ninetv ·Eightv--four in 19,48, the year 1984 has Istood as a

symbol of the way in which authoritarian .attiWd,esand intru~ive modern technology could

unde,rnIine, the fre~om aoo .indiv-idua:l privficy~.J In· its major report on. better privacy

protection ..fo~Au5trali~,_tJ:tl?: Australian,:LawReform CO.mmissi.on, in ,Decem~e-r_39a3,

acknowledged ~at the ba:ok;was'.8··.'fantasy and parody~~rpr Orw~U. However, declared the

repot"t, 'enough reality .already- exists to .constitute a warning to Australia that carefully

designed legal responses ar~ needed,.2

Over the past year·:or-:so, it has been difficult to pi~k up a newspaper without

seeing mention at: Orwell 'and h~s portrait of an oppressiv_e, authoritarian state. Thus the

publisher of the Privacy Journal in Wa.s.t1ington, Robert. Sf!1ith, ree-ently expressed his

concern· that the Unite(I:':States, wa,s ~hreatened by. lthe widespread intrusions described in

"1984", George Orwell's novel':

What we-tiJ:'E!,allowing,·.the c!:?mputers.~q.~o-.t~.our society is quite upsetting. We

seem to ·feel that C;9'.Tlput~,r.s haye, so much' information, about us .. that we:
shouldn't tak~;·ariy risks, tha~ we should be .~~..~.~liant people. Public interest in·,.":'.:.

privacy issues· :reached_ ,a peak from 1975 to 1977, when abuses of govp.mment

power ,were uncovered ~n the congre~ional: ..investigations, of the Watergate. '-,.,.

scandals and· acUvities'··of ,the 'CIA .•. but with 1~84, ~sues :raised in 'George

Orwellls novel s~em to.have revived a good deal of interest,apout where our

society really is headed.3
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A national opIOlon research surveyor attitud.es towards' privacy in the United States

disclosed that one in every three Americans believed that their society was 'very close tal

or 'already like' the type of s~ietY described in George Or~ell's book 1984 - n society in

which 'virtually aU personal privacy has been lost aoo the govemment knows almost

everything that everyone was doing.'4 Almost one in ten Americans (9%) felt that their

phone .had been 'wire-tapped' af sometime. Public opinion 'polls on privacy conducted in

Australia elicit sirriflar results.5

As ~...v.eryone knows, we in Australia Bre prone to contra-suggestability. We are

not alone in thiS~ But 'we have developed intellectual-cynicism "to a fine art form. It will

. therefore "be no surprise to learn that notable commentators on Orwell have spent much of

, 1984 questioning his relevance to the social predicaments we actually face. In .fact, so

strident has this que~tioning become that Orwell has been all but banished from the media

of late. In a fine, tum' of contra-suggestability I. h_ave the.refore decide::l -to resurree~ him.

But what do the critics say? ~.,;.

,
Dame Edna. Everage, that qisceming observer of suburban Australia, had no

doubt~ Previewing-'a 'proposedfilni autobiography, she- said 'It's classier.. than, the Thorn

Birds ,and' not.as ;boring: as:1984 aOO' James Orwell~ Bay; am I··fed to death,wi~h James

Or.we:JV6 Astute 're'a:d~~rs -will realize the' ,studied inSult~ Whereas Eric 'B.lair chas~

'George' ,for his, pseudonym, Dam.e·-,Edna could notibe bothered a~, dubbed 'George.', 'James'•.

In an essay, 'Rats! to 1984', Dr Michael Orange ,af the University of Sydney

cautioned against getting carried away with Orwell:

Of course we need to 'be on guard against totalitarianisms of Right of Left. But

it won't help, us' iIi t.'le struggle' to be '..politically' vigilant' if systems of

government which we don't admire get -inflated into fairytale -monstrosities. We

can't negotiate arms control agreements wlth' demons who ,live in -the forest,

only with people. And those people have theIr own problems, have in particular

their own fears. We need as much reasonableness as we can get-, so at times it's

important to say !Rats!' to '.1984, even if you know they'll get you in the end.7
. ,.

.......
In more stUdious vein, Dr AW ~ryor of CSIRO aoo Macquarie University, at an

ANZAAS symposium on"'1984,-P~;diction'000 RealitY'-declared~that 'Orwell was a novelist

of our time. He reflectEd the deSression of a world which fears that t~hnology will tum

us into slB:ves. "But he cautioned that Orwell's frightened world was far worse than the

reality.
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Orwell's 11984' has a reputation of being the first of this new wave of

.disenchantment ••• Orwell feared .the last tyrany of all the tyrannies of the high

. iniricle(:J'reformer - Plato's 'republic' perfected by technology. But, all the same,

'1984' is not a well-argued prediction of the future trends in society. We have

manY'problems this year but 'we do not have the dull and brutal' oppression

·'-envisaged by Orwell. Orwell's predictions were based on personal ideology: a

belief in the inevitable corruption of socialism by human evil. Human beings,

nbw as ever, can be evil enough, to be sure.8

-From across the Tasman come similar cautionary words'against overstating the

--.Orwellian warnihg.. Radio New Zealand in its 'Sunday Supplement' described the book as

"'ooe"o£ the -most overCrowded barxi-waggons- of'1984'.9 Taking up th,is' theme the New

- ~ZealarrlMinister of 'Justice and now Deputy Prime Minister Jim· McLay-sB:id that most

commentators had just got it wrong:

Nothing has .been more boring than the hackneyed and overworked cliches that

have" obsessed newspaper, magazine, radio and television commentators

des~erate to give us their interpretation "at George, Orwell's story of a'man who

lives in a totalitarian state, under' constant 'observation and, subject to' thought

control by ,media" manipUlation ••. The fact that Orwell originally intended to

call his book- '1949" is conveniently overlooked~So too is the f~ct that the novel

was intended as' a: stinging criticism of Stalin's tomlitarian Russia.' So too is the

fact that East.G¢rmany'"isthe modem 198fstate· that' most closely -resembles

that in Orwellis book. These are" the' facts, 'but the cliche is far too good to be

obscured by 'the facts.. "S:elf appointed civil libertarians,

joumalists-with-nothing~etter-to-d.oarrl bored - social - commentators have

all issued theIr' darK 'warnings of the imn:in'ent advent of 'Big ~rothe~~ •.•

[Orwell] -wamedof the ,dehumanizing potential of technology but did>not

. appreciate, as one writer has since' observed, that technology 'al1ow[s] us to see

cur planet from ,'space and' to hear the whales sing;.' also deepen[s] our

uooerstanding "and appreciation of human experience ...' I can't help but get the

impression' 'that some of -these self-appointed commentators"so'admire the book

tha~ they want its fiction to become reality - if only to enable them to say'!

told you so.,ro

.~.

: '
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THE PRIVACY INVASIONS: MUST PRIVACY DIE?

For" all the crit~cisms of Orwell' and his book,. the nagging fear must remain

that it p~ints our community to a warning signconceming some.of the worrying potential

. "~~. of the new- information tec_h~ology. In little things, Orwell clearly got it right and indeed

has alread).~been fulfilled. The clocks that would strike thirteen can-now be seen at every

airport. Theday when the 'pint' oLbitter would be replaced by the litre is·already with us',

But are we really on the verge of Party control of the :State? ot· Thought Police? Of

deviation fro~ party norms in the form of Thoughtcrimet'Of the pervasive telescreen

which.wt only presents information and cannot be turn~d.orf but'-watches over everyone

too? Have we really come t() deceitful Ne,wspeak, w:it-hits impoverishment of the language

dehberately encollraged in. the interests of mass conformity'? Should be worried that the

mass media brings an impoverishment of. culture.'? How ·real is Orwell1s 1984:.10 the Lucky

Country?

It wou1d.be comforting to say that we have nothing to"leam from Orwell's book

- that we can put it .aside and laugh at our good fortune."But there is enough there to

worry good citizens and to require action in -defence of privacy and other values. Take a

few items in the media in recent months. ~

First, th.ere is th.e·so-called 'Age Tapes' affair.- It now seems highly likely that

New South Wales Police Officers were. engaged over a long period in .illegal taping of

telephone conversation which inevitably caught ·up in, their ·net a large number of

unsuspecting people.· In 'th~ wake a! . this disclosure, an atmosphere of rearll has been

engendered in the use of telecommunications not dissimilar to that predicted by Orwell:

Any sound that Winston, made, ab()ve the level of a very low whisper,. would be

picked up.... Moreover, so ~ong as he, remained within the ·fie1d ••. which<·the

'. metal plaque commanded, it couid be seen as. well as heard. There was, of

course, no WilY of knowing whether you were being watched at any given

moment. How often, or on what system the Thought Police plugged in on any

individual wire was guesswork. It was even c~nceivable that<"they watched

everybody all the time.

The Federal Attomey-General,· Senator Gareth Evans." has himself declared that

his telephone at Parliament House has been intercepted.. Indeed, Senator Evans was

reported as.,b~lieving that he had been the SUbJect of 8 'long-term Victorian phone-tap'.1 2
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Federal Ministers have been warned to treat their parliamentary telephones as

c~·'';'unsafe' after Senator Evans told the Australian Federal Cabinet on 16 April that he

,,<believed:·his o~fice telephones had been 'bugged'. Senator Evans asked ASIO to check his

telephones after 'ir.regularities' were discovered during a telephone conversation. The

irregUlarity apparently involved occurred when one of his staff members heard a tape

"replay ofa conv.ersation just completed, repeated over the line.13{
.- _. -

·On the other side of politics 1\1r John Dowd, Shadow Attorney-Gene.ral in New

~~Sout1l Wales, '!,,~s reported as having fears that his Parliamentary Office was· being

-~ _,:.'b:uggedl •. II-have a,lot of information here', he said, 'that other people would dearly love to
get- their hands on')4

As -if. that .were not enough, the Prime Minister, Mr Hawke, has expressed his

_:, [~,ar;,~hat even th~·;pdvacy of his telephones caI'!not- be guaranteed. He expressed a view

. <~tlat _.Ministers ·would be 'wise to act on the assumption theY .may be. [tapp~1'.15 Later,

-A~p,eaki~g to a trade union function, Mr Hawke said '1 know that 1 have had conversations on

~h.o~es that if they .were,made openly would be .capable. of misrepresentation. I have

~~rtainly said things on the telephone of Which I would be ashamed -. and so has.,every

single person'... In a ,timely way, Mr Hawke warned of the danger of, the unrestrict.cd use

am pUblication of il1ega·~y-obtainedte~ep_hone cooversations.l6

Justice Hope,-- the.:,~Royal ;Commissi.oner investigating '. the security:, and'·

intelligence agencies, has heard allegations that the Defence Signals Directorate has

Ulegally tapped telephone calls in Australia, allegedly because of the fear that the

Attomey-General would not ~sue'a warrant as he is em[)owered to do by law.I7

In late -May ·1984 it was reported that the t.elephone of Justice Slattery, the

Special Commissioner investigating New South Wales Minister Rex Jackson, had:' been

c: hecked by Federal Pelice for bugging devices.I8 .It will be recalled that Justice

Slattery was himself in [)ossession of transcripts: of ·l~gal telephonic interee[)tions which

had been authorised in respect 'of Mr Jacks~ri's ,.telephpne. Special Federal legislation had

been enacted authoi"ising the r.elease· .of these intere'epts to the Special Commission of
InqUiry.

'.,•• '>-_••

Notwithstarx:ling all·the fears and denunciations, it is now reported that Federal
. ~n· •

Government agencies;' in a bid to~top· the spread ofillegalSP' bookmaking, are considering

actually widening-·Federal. phone tapping legislation. :According to'-reports, the proposed

changes are aimed at allowing, police to use .Telecom's 'scrap machines" or call record

printers (CRP) to monitor the telephones of suspected SP operators. The machine permits

c~ .. ..:'unsafe' 
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a record to be taken of all telephone numbers dialled and, the duration of the calls. In

some ways such a record would be more damaging than an actual monitor, in that it would

be disc:losed the fact that- a connection without'offering the possibility of:conclusive

evidence as to its total innocence. 19

Whilst theinterceptionsb¥ State Police may :hnve been -illegal (and are now to

be further prohibited aoo controlled by State legislation~O) the move to the.

compu'terisation of police data in Australia is well adVanced:Jnstead~of a radio call to an
. "-'

. overloaded communications roomf6r routine information;-- computer-terminals linked to

iritergrateelcriminal-intelligence systems will sQon':be able toprovlde instantaneous data

on virtually every citizen - from the cradle to the grave.2l

There are many' other developments that· give r'ise to cohcent ror our civil

liberties in the age of informatics. The growing use of credit cards in the cashless sOciety

will provide a 'credit trail' that conStitutes a vivid daily biography of an'increasi'r1g number

of citizens. The all-se'eing televislcin:scretm predicted 'by Orwell may not be needed if

every transaction of 'life can be recorded and centrally maintained,:analysed; and

presented to authority. Everywhere you go. Every-'booK. yoti buy. This is not a far:.ctistant

nightmare. It is a .technology that is' virtually with· us already. Asa society, we must ask

whether we accept the inevitable erosions of . individual privacy and anonymity. Or

whether we shOUld lay down rules that we have the courage to enforce, even when 'it

seems hard to 'do sg.:Of course,. it is hard to exclude the 'future use of 'sensational

telephone converSations ~llegally obtained. Yet, rights matter most when important

freedoms -are at risk.22 It' is tempting to pUblish an::l be damned. To do so can always 'be
cloaked in a self-righteous appeal to' the freedom of the press. But there is a competing

freedom that it also at stake here. It is the fragile freedom of individual'privacy in a free

society. The new information technology with its many marvellous' benefits for- mankirrl

puts this freedom at risk•

• In the early days of the Australian Law Reform Commission the darigers~

including the 'chilling effect l of widespread telephonic interception were called to notice.

Relying on the reported figure"of 107 legal Australian phone taps in 1973. th,;e'Law Reform

Commission said in a 1975 report:

If American figures as to the rRtio of persons and conversations overheard ~o_

wire taps installed are finy kind of gUide, it may"'irrleed have been the cese that

a 101, wire taps to the year ending March 1973 resulted in the overheRring of as

many cf 12.000 different people engaged in as many ~ ~8,COO conver.:;ations.23
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Prophetically, the Commission in 1975 called attention to the illegal use of

telephonic interception by State police forces. It recorded that the former Prime

;,Minister, Mr- :'oi1enzies, had written to the then 'Premier of New South Wales to ask that

New South Wales P.qlice have their attention drawn:- to Federal legislation- on telephonic

interception am be requested to avoid future contraventions of rules and limitations on

<:police_,.phone taps.24 A' similar' letter - was written by Federal -Attorncy-General

Greenwood to the-- Queensland Attorney-Genera.l in 1972 protesting at the illegal

interception of telephone conversations by Q~eensland police.25 Have we now become

'-·so>~nured.:.to the: erosion of privacy, by interception? Is ·the finding -of the occasional

miscreant in this .way _worth paying the price of the virtually total destruction of the

community's- long held confidence in .the-privacY of its :telephonic' system? Given the

United. States figures,-is; it only gUilty people who have to, w.orry about being caug?t up in

the web of".-interception? -Or will -not very large numbers of perfectly" innocent goed

;citizens--becaught;, up'in an exparxiing net of official surveillance? Are we to take our laws

:-:on wire..taps seriOUSly, or must -we watch helplesS at the death oC- privacy in Australia?

These are legitimate questions-the Australian_community should be asking itself in 1984.

They, and other questions, were raised in the Law Reform Commission's report on privacy

prtltection.

THE REPORT ON BETTER PRIVACY PROTECTION

.; 'Seyond--Computers•. 'I'he p:oivacy report identifies th'e chic! threats to- privacy in

modem Australia• .They·-are:

new surv~illance technology, telephone taps, listening devices and hidden cameras;

but also

groWing' official powers of· intrusion;

new invasive busiI).ess practices;

new-information technology, computers linked b~ telec:ommunications.

The central recommendation of the Law Reform Com)mission's report on privacy was the

proposal' to establish a -'privacy watchdog'. But there were manY- other proposals:. .

enlargement of the Federal Human Rights 'Com'miSsion to- assume new and special

resposibilities for ·pr:iv~~.~,. protection as contemplated by the International

Covenant on Civil and Political. Rights;

provision of statutory.guiding rules for the evaluation of complaints about privacy

invasion;

specific limita.tions on specially invasive body cavity searches by Feder!!l officials;

C_.;-.,
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new Federal legislation to control secret surveillance by listening Bnd optical

devices;

extension of present legislation to tighten 'up rUles against telephone tapping and

intrusions in~o the privacy of the mail.

Indev~ldping its proposals, the Australian Law Reform Commission called attention to

the need to:

expam th~ suggested model so that',it will -apply in the States, whose laws presently

govem the great 'Part of privacy -regUlation in Australia;_,'

expB.~- Federal ·regulation by utilising relevant Federal heads of 'constitutional

power'suc:has those which permit the 'Commonwealth to make la.ws-gciver~ing the

States on banking, insurance, ,corporationsaoo ,extemal~affairsj'and'

develop Australia's laws. in the context of i~ternatiorial- developments in

information technology and; fast:--expafrling' international rules, governing

informatics (the 'linkage of computers and telecommunications).

The Australian Law Reform Commission's report specifically r~jects the creation of a

vague and general civil remedy of privacy protection. It also rejects confining privacy
". { ,-

protection to computer.iSed personal jn~ormatibn :sy'stems.- It acknowledges:-t~~-general

desirability of facilitating the free flow of information and that this can sometimes lead.

to a clash with -priva~y_ intereSts. It suggests that privacy law's should be developed 'to ..

supplement present Australian laws which already partly protect -this interest. But it urges

early attention to its recommendations:

Unless legislative and other actions are __taken for the better protection of

privacy, this important attribute of freedom may be irretrievably lost.26

Information privacy. The Commission1s repo~t declared that one of the most

important sources of danger for privacy of -the ,A.:ustralian today arose from the

remarkable technology of informatics. Luse t1:'at .word,!altho~gh I know that it has not yet

gained universal currency. To ~efer to comp'uters is now inadequate,' for computers have

now been married to·telecorillrtunica~ions. 'To refer ~o ..~computications' as one French.

Minister did, is unacceptable because it is irredeemably '~IY. 'Information technology' is a

mouthful. In any case, it will remind most ordinary citizens of propaganda machines or

conjure up images of a compo~it6~"6r a printing press. I now make my bid for 'inrormaticst•

It is a simply single word increasingly accepted in the OECD. We shOUld get.used to it in

Australia. Infonnatics - the word a.nd the phenomenon - is here to stay.
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The features of informatics mentioned in the privacy report as factors that

}o,o"ihcre"se iherisk toO-individual privacy include:

:ttfe vaStly increased amounts of persona I information that can now be stored

vrrt~ally h'ldefin i trily;

the .-enormous increase 'in the speed and ease of retrieval of such information now

:-technologically pOSSIble;

the substantial reduction in the cost of handling, storing and retrieving such
...:."

information which makes it tempting to keep it just in case ,it may prove usefUl;

:">:." ·th'e constant establishment of c1"Oss-linkages between' c' hiformation systems

- ':.permittingsearching' and matching of 'data supplied.!o"r numerous purposes;

-~ -·the capability ofbuilOing ups composite profile', one which is no more accurate

«'than ',the-- manY'sources 'of- th'e data and which may, in a.:,c-gregate,.:distort and

misrepresent the data subject;

.. the" creation of 'an entirely. new profession, 'computerists', or 'informaticists' ,

'.-largely unrestrained bylaw and unevenly restrained by established professional

(!odes of conduct;

the greater ease of accessibility to personal data, despite codes and occasional

-encryption, when the technologist. is really determined;

the tendency to ~entralise control of ,p,ersonal de.ta;

.-the rapid advance of ·international tel~communications:,diminishing, the power of

domestic govemments and lawmakers to enforce local percer?tions of fairness and

privacy~

The Law Reform Commissionrs recommendations address these problems and propose

adoption of a series of principles by which complaints of privacy-offending: conduct can be

~valuated aoo dealt' with by the Privacy Commissioner. In: addition, the' proposals' adopt

the so~alled 'golden fule' of privacy protection found i~ legislation in Europe ~nd N6t-th

,. Amer.i'd~ ,This is the right of the data subject normally to have acc~. to personal data

about him- o~ herself. It is a right of access Which must succumb to excep~ions in certain

~ircumstilnces.The approach taken is:

there should be aright, enro~eable under Federal law, by which the individual will

be entitled, unless excluded by law. to have access to both public and priv~te

sector records of personal information held about him- or herself;

where it is found that this information is incorrect, incomplete. out of date or

misleading, procedures for correction of the record or 'addition of appropriate

notations should be available;

in addition to this enforceable right. rules are pro~~~'~' to govem the use,

disclosure Iloo security of personal information. Suspeeted breach of these roles

can be investigated by the 'Privacy Commissioner BOO e!in be the subject of

ombudsman-like remedies.

"~.
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The Law Reform Cornrnission's report€:xpands ,and clarifies the -right of access, already

found in the ,Federal, Victorian and proposed New South Wales freedom of information

legislation. It clarifies the: rigttt and pushes it for the first time into the private sector 'in

the context of Federal regulation of the.Australian C8p~tal Territory. The re.port.makes it

"~" plain that the Law Reform Com mission was limited by the term:; of j~s ref~rence and the

Australian, .~onstitution fro~ expaooing this central privacy right ,of access, to a much

wider field in the' private sector. It-leaves any such expansion of privacy protection as

tasks for the future. ,

,Privacy principles. It ~1so lea,ves for the; future -the qll.~stion.of whether any of

the other information privacy principles -- largely derived-from ,the OECD:Guidelines on

Trans Border Data F10ws··,-aoo -the Protection -of; Privacy - should-be: developed into

enforceable-'I;"Ules - ie rules which, like the right, ot-access;.can .be directly.:~nforced by

the data subject. For this reason, it is perhaps useful to state the- 'information privacy

principles'. 'They are set out -in a schedule annexed to the'draft Privacy Bill which is in

tum attache:l to the Law Reform Commission's repor,t. Under 'clause 7 of that Bill it is

declared that:

where a person does an act or acts in accordance with a practice that is

contrary to or inconsistent: with anything set -out in the schedule, the act or

practice shall be -taken to beEin interference with the privacy of a person.27

These are the information privacy principles proposed by the Law Reform 90m mission:

Collection of Personal Information

1. Personal information,.should not be collected by unf~ir or unlawful mea.rlS, nor

should it be collected unnecessarily.

2,"._,. A person who collect_s person.al information should take reasonable steps to

ensure that, before he Collects it or, if that is not practicat?le, as ~~n 'B:s

practicable after he collects it, the person to whom the informa,ti9n relate~ (th~

'record-subject l ) is told-

(8) the [>urpose for which ~e information is being COllectetf::(~"h~ '[>urpose ?f
. collection'), unless that purpose is obvious;

(b) if the collection ?f the information is liU:thorised or required by or under

1B.w - that the collection of the informati.on is so authorised or requiredj.

and

(c) in general terms, of his usual practices with respect to disclo5ure of

personal inform •.l.tion of the kind collected. ,-- .
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7. Pe:rsonalinformation should not be used ex~ept for a purpose to which it is

relevant.

8. Personal information shOUld not be used for ~'purpose that is not the purpose of

collection or a purpose incidental to or conn~ted with that purpose unless-

(a) the recoro-subject has consented.to the use;

(b) the person using the information beli~ves on reasonable ground'i that the

use, is-:ne'ciessary to· pf~ventor lessen B. serious and i'triminent thr~at to th.e....:.. ._ _.

life or health of record-subject or of som'e other person; or

(e) the-use is requiredby'or under law.
,.. ,-

9. A person: who uses personal information should take reasonable steps to er.sure

tha:, having regard.to the purpose for which· the information is being used, the

information is accurate,complete and up to'date.

5. Where a p~rson has in his possession or under his control·records of personal

informa.tfon, the record-subject should be entitled to' have- access to those
records. ~. "'-
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A person s.hould take such steps as arc, in the circumstance~t reasonable to

ensure that personal information in his possession or umer his control is

securely stored aoo is not misused•

6. ·A person' who has in his possession or under his control records of personal

information·"::a:?Out another person should correct it so far as it is inaccu~ate or,

having regard' to, the purpose of collection or to, a l?~ose that is incidental to

or connected with ~ that purpose, misleading, out-of-date, incompl(!te or

irrelevant.

3. "A person should not collect personal information that is inaccurate Of, having

regard to the pUf1;>0se of collection, is irrelevant, out-of-date, incomplete or

excessively personal.

Use of Personal Information

Correction of Personal Information

Storage of Personal Information

.::~. Access td-Records or.·Personal Information
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Disclosure of Personal Information
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A person ,should 'not disclose personal information to another person unless

the reco'rd-subject has consentoo to the disclosurej

the person disclosing the information believes on reasonable grounds that

the disclosure is necessary to prevent or; lessen a serious and im minent

"threat to the life or health of r.ecord-subject or of some other person; or

the disclosure is required by or under law.(e)

10.

(a)

(b)

The report does not confine itself in its application to personal information to informatics

personal data. In other words, it ,is neutral as to the technology by which· the personal

information is kept. This cOnClusion was reached partly· as a result of the Commission's

termS Of-reference, partly from- considerations or-theAustra:lian.Gonstitutio,n but partly

also from reflection upon the dangers that can just as readily arise' to personal privacy

from an old-fashioned paper notebook or a manilla folder in the bottom drawer. Strictly

speaking, then, this is not a data protection aoo data security statute, such as has, been

enacted in many European countries and proposed in Engla_nd.' The Australian Law Reform

Commission's proposal addresses generically the problem of privacy protection. It is

neutral as to the medium used for the abuse of'privacy."Itiscandid in its declaration that

future legislation, specific -to informatics,. may be De,eded.· The report frankly

acknowledges that its proposals ,can ,be seen as simply.',s step on the long path of

protecting social values that are challenged by the new information technology.

CONCLUSIONS: WOODY ALLEN AND OUR CHOICE

In a book of futurology and optimism, this essay may seem a depressing

contribution. Yet everybody knows that the good news of technology brings with it the.bad

news of the need for uncomfortable social adjustment. There are many other sd~ial

r?robl~:!ps~hat come in the train of informatics. They will require 8tte~tjon by Australian

society. They are identified in the Law Reform Commission'S privacy.:;eport. They inclu"de
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proceeded wi~h its own Privacy Committee llill.28 A serious question will be raised a~

to whether, with such a pervasive and universal technology,. Australia can afford the

luxury of disparate approaches to regulation in its several State ju:risdictions.
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Woody Allen in a recent graduation address in the ·United States declared:

More tJlan any other time in history, mankind faces a crossroads. One path leads

to despair. and utter hopelessness. The other, to total extinction. Let us, pray. we

have the wisdom to choose correctly.27

If we escape the nuclear h.olocaust, must we really contemplate the utter

hopelessness of the Orwellian nightmare? Is it beyond our wit and will in the age or the

microchip, the"satellite, laser and other information technology to preserve at least the

central features, of individual freedom and personal privacy, the rule of law and

optimistic, r'eforming institutions? I trust that Woody Allen for once got it wrong that

Australian society, at least, will have the wisdom 'to pe~eive its predicament and- in an

age of science and technology, to preserve and defend its enduring human values.
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